Motor unit recruitment during prolonged isometric contractions.
Motor unit recruitment patterns were studied during prolonged isometric contraction using fine wire electrodes. Single motor unit potentials were recorded from the brachial biceps muscle of eight male subjects, during isometric endurance experiments conducted at relative workloads corresponding to 10% and 40% of maximal voluntary contraction (MVC), respectively. The recordings from the 10% MVC experiment demonstrated a characteristic time-dependent recruitment. As the contraction progressed both the mean number of motor unit spikes counted and the mean amplitude of the spikes increased significantly (P < 0.01). This progressive increase in spike activity was the result of a discontinuous process with periods of increasing and decreasing activity. The phenomenon in which newly recruited motor units replace previously active units is termed "motor unit rotation" and appeared to be an important characteristic of motor control during a prolonged low level contraction. In contrast to the 10% MVC experiment, there was no indication of de novo recruitment in the 40% MVC experiment. Near the point of exhaustion a marked change in action potential shape and duration dominated the recordings. These findings demonstrate a conspicuous difference in the patterns of motor unit recruitment during a 10% and a 40% MVC sustained contraction. It is suggested that there is a close relationship between intrinsic muscle properties and central nervous system recruitment strategies which is entirely different in fatiguing high and low level isometric contractions.